Epidemic ft. Rachel & Du2ce
Verse 1- Rachel
We don't want the pressure or the fame/ all those pleasures, perks are vain/ all the treasure's worth waste away/ we don't need the world, let it fade/
Oh you say you a boss of the game?/ you're a slave with shackles called chains/ with no freedom, more sin, less gain/ for the world, they the same!/
Ha! we too blunt? we bring truth ya'll put up fronts/ we done found the right stuff/ funny we didn't find him, He found us/
Here to talk about love, why elect anyone else for your trust?/ so when the going gets tough/ we lean on Jesus, He's more than enough!
Pre hook- Rachel
They try and tell us to quiet down/ But can't you see the epidemic goin' round?/
I once was lost, but now I'm found/ and I will show the way, catch it now/
Hook- Rachel
Catch it now! (repeat 6x) and I will show the way, catch it now!
Verse 2- Du2ce
They tell me "Turn it down"/ I reply "Repent, turn your life around"/ this epidemic's power, it's dropping bodies down/
Then they rise up new, speaking a heavenly sound/ we used to blaze it up, now we call that fire down/
And yes, we're on a mission to spread it all around/ that gospel on Jesus, they're scared cuz they can't shut it down/
Now through every town, and every city/ we let 'em know our God's alive and he's coming quickly!
Repeat Pre hook & Hook
Verse 3- Solid
I see the ways they say to behave when we seize the stage/ But I say "hands up, lemme see 'em raise" He keeps me amazed, so we gonna praise/
And these days we see the strays from the elementarys to the VMAs/ no hope and broke, down, u need a raise?/ see that you waste but Jesus saves/
Chained in a cage, in need of grace (grace)/ He came, I'm saved, I'ma scream the name (name)/
To the geeks or the cats in the streets that gang (bang)/ enslaved, cost was paid, I ain't on the same (thing)/
I changed lanes, don't maintain or chase fame/ ordained plan, insane gain He erased shame/
Today's the day, turn, He's the way, man/ I gave my 2 cents but He'll bring the change yea!
Repeat Pre hook & Hook
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